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The Immigration Act and the ‘Right to Rent’: exploring governing tensions 
within and beyond the state (Policy Commentary) 
Abstract 
Using Scotland as a case study, this paper will review the implications of the ‘right to 
rent’ section of the Immigration Act 2016 for matters of devolved legal competence, 
such as housing. Outlining the main criticisms from a wide range of agencies and 
institutions, this paper will go on to argue that these measures cannot be understood 
in isolation from the wider activities of a neo-liberal government embroiled in the 
pursuit of border enforcement at one end, while utilising non-state actors in petty 
sovereign roles to enforce and reify the border on the other. In doing so, we highlight 
governing tensions within and beyond the state, including between governments at 
the UK and Scotland level, between landlords and the state, and between landlords 
and their tenants.  In doing so, we illuminate the ways in which the Act is augmenting 
the State’s role by making border agents of us all.   
Keywords: housing policy, immigration, private rented sector, devolution, 
governance 
 
Introduction  
The proposals of the UK Immigration Act 2016 have been the focus of widespread 
criticism from, among others: devolved governments, opposition parties in 
Westminster, human rights groups, charities and welfare service providers. Taking 
as its object of interest the ‘right to rent’ section of the Act, this paper will, using 
Scotland as a case study, focus on the impact of such legislation on matters which 
are of devolved legal competence. To be clear, this Act applies across the UK 
despite housing and criminal law being devolved matters in Scotland.   
This paper will outline the broad directives of the Act before highlighting some 
aspects relevant to the proposed changes prescribed by the ‘right to rent’ section, 
including the historical significance of statutory housing rights in Scotland, and an 
assessment of the Act’s impact on the devolved competencies of housing and 
criminal law. It will then give a brief summary of some of the main objections to the 
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Act before providing a theoretically informed exploration of some of its wider social 
and political implications for both the landlords and tenants involved, and Scottish 
devolved jurisprudence. The final section will outline potential areas for future 
research.   
Before turning to the specifics of the Act, it is however important to consider the 
broader context of housing and immigration, which shapes and underpins this 
legislation. A pertinent example of the political rhetoric being mobilised was the 
recent comment made by former UK Government Minister Liam Fox, who asserted 
in a speech given as part of the ‘Vote Leave’ EU referendum campaign, that further 
“uncontrolled migration” will make it “harder” for young people to get a home of their 
own (quoted in BBC News 2016: no page number).  The reality behind this rhetoric is 
however much more complex, for “different types of migrants, with different rights, 
opportunities and resources are likely to have very different experiences in and 
impacts on the UK housing system” (Vargas-Silva 2015: 2).  Despite political parties 
on the Right seeking to ‘blame’ migrants for adding pressure to social housing 
waiting lists, and pushing up private sector rents and house prices (see for example, 
Daily Telegraph 2013; Daily Mail 2016) the majority find themselves navigating the 
private rented sector under very difficult circumstances, and with increasingly little 
support from the government either in terms of help with their rent, or in their ability 
to access social housing (Manning et al 2014; Vargas-Silva 2015).  Crucially, recent 
migrant groups are likely to have quite different experiences to previous cohorts 
(Vargas-Silva 2015; Robinson 2010, 2006).  They are far-more likely to be found in 
the private rented sector, making the implications of the ‘right to rent’ legislation 
highly significant for this group and worthy of further critical investigation. 
Introduction to the Immigration Act 2016 
The background to the Immigration Act is controversial and highly contestable.  From 
the perspective of the UK Conservative government, illegal immigration is an 
‘ongoing problem’, which it seeks to further address through the Immigration Act 
2016. For opposition parties, the devolved governments of Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, as a well as church groups, charities and other stakeholder 
agencies, the problem of “illegal immigration” is grossly exaggerated. What is jointly 
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acknowledged, however, is that there is at present a humanitarian crisis involving the 
mass migration of refugees and asylum seekers fleeing to Europe (see for example, 
Scottish Refugee Council 2015; Abbasi et al. 2015; Albahari 2015).   
The Home Office (2016) justifies the necessity of introducing the Act by stating that 
the previous Immigration Act 2014, although fairly comprehensive, does not go far 
enough in reducing ‘illegal immigration’ in the UK.  The new ‘powers’, which the 2016 
Act proposes are, the Home Office claims, designed to actively deny ‘illegal 
immigrants’ access to employment markets and a variety of ‘services’ within the UK, 
including housing, banking and public-facing public sector employment roles. The 
overarching aims of the 2016 Act are, according to the Home Office (2016), to make 
the UK a less attractive place for illegal immigrants and those who seek to exploit 
them. These aims are linked to a wider strategy, which involves the UK government 
re-negotiating the terms of EU wide benefit entitlements for immigrants who would 
have otherwise had recourse to public funds under existing legislation.    
Section 1 of the Act is concerned with the labour market and illegal labour abuse and 
enforcement. The Government’s consultation ended on 7 December 2015 resulting 
in the publication of the Government’s guidance (UK Visas and Immigration & Home 
Office 2015a) on Part 1 of the Act, which deals with the exploitation of the labour 
market by: making it a criminal offence to work without documentation, seizing illegal 
workers’ earnings as the proceeds of crime, making it easier to prosecute employers, 
and making sanctions tougher.  
Part 2 deals with ‘access to services’ including residential tenancies, driving licences 
and bank accounts. According to the Government (UK Visas and Immigration and 
Home Office 2015b), Part 2 of the Act, building on the right to rent provisions first 
outlined for England in the 2014 Immigration Act, will make it more difficult to live and 
work in the UK without documentation by: making it easier for private landlords to 
evict migrant tenants who are not legally in the country, and by creating a new 
criminal offence for dishonest landlords and agents who exploit migrants and 
repeatedly fail to carry out right to rent checks. The Act also ensures that those 
unlawfully present in the UK are unable to drive. It also requires banks and building 
societies to take action against existing account holders who are unlawfully residing 
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in the UK, thus placing an obligation on banks and building societies to carry out 
periodic checks of the immigration status of existing current account holders. 
One of the other areas of significant change is contained within Part 4, which makes 
it easier to remove those who have no right to remain within the UK. The Act 
proposes to force those who wish to lodge an appeal against a deportation decision, 
to do so from the country from which they entered the UK. This will result in those 
wishing to appeal being removed from the UK before any appeal process is 
permitted to begin. Part 7 ensures that all customer facing, public sector workers will 
speak fluent English. The proposal is that a ‘special helpline’ be set up so that 
members of the public can report public sector workers whose English language 
skills do not meet the required standard.  
These proposed new regulations present a multitude of state strategies to make the 
life of migrants, both those who are legal and illegal in the eyes of the State, more 
contentious and precarious, bestowing a slew of regulatory mechanisms that 
migrants must overcome to acquire a place to stay, banking services, driving rights, 
and public employment. Furthermore, it shifts the responsibility of scrutiny and 
adherence onto landlords, bank employees and public sector managers in efforts to 
discharge policing and accountability to lay citizens. The devolution of autonomy and 
responsibility downwards from the state to local actors, is not new (McKee 2011, 
2015), however this new series of regulations makes the entire citizenry duty bound 
to border protection. This liability is further entrenched by threats of extensive fines 
and custodial sentences for (private) landlords who fail to monitor and comply. 
Moreover, it affords the general populace an opportunity to report on and denunciate 
those who they deem to be lacking in adequate English language skills. This is 
making territorial agents and border detectives of us all.  As the remainder of this 
paper will explore this reconfiguration of state-citizen relations is complex and muti-
faceted: seeking to change the relationship between the tenant and their landlord, as 
well as between landlords and the state. 
History, autonomy and devolution.  The problem for Scotland.  
The ‘right to rent’ section of the Immigration Act 2016 is problematic for Scotland for 
three reasons. Firstly, it imposes the necessity for landlords to summarily evict 
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tenants who have no ‘right to rent’ under the proposed terms of the Act, a provision 
which landlords have been precluded from doing in Scotland since 1555. Secondly, it 
affects an area of legislation (housing), which is devolved to the Scottish Parliament 
under the 1998 Scotland Act.  This legislation devolved a range of major public 
policy areas, including housing, from the UK to the Scottish Government (for more 
detailed discussion see McKee et al, 2016).  Thirdly, it exposes a significant policy 
gap in attitudes towards immigration across the different constituent parts of the UK. 
The ‘right to rent’ scheme, a fundamental component of the current Immigration Act, 
requires that landlords check immigration documents and refuse to rent to anyone 
disqualified from doing so by their immigration status.  The scheme prescribes that, 
should they discover their tenant has no ‘right to rent’, landlords evict after 28 days’ 
notice without the normal statutory safeguards. This includes families with children.  
Landlords also face a fine or up to five years imprisonment if they rent to a person 
who does not have the ‘right to rent’. The Immigration Act directly contradicts current 
Scottish legislation, such as the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (HMSO 1987) as 
Amended, which not only protects tenants against summary eviction, but also 
extends their right to remain in the property until decree for eviction has been sought 
and enacted by Sheriff Officers.   
Specifically, section 40 of the 2016 Act states: 
(6)The notice is to be treated as a notice to quit in a case where a notice to 
quit would otherwise be required to bring the residential tenancy agreement to 
an end. 
(7)The notice is enforceable as if it were an order of the High Court. 
This removes the current requirement for landlords to obtain decree through raising 
a summary cause action in the Sheriff court, a significant change that allows for a 
practice, which has not existed in Scotland, for well over 500 years (Stalker 2007). It 
is also important to note that the new legislation allows for a landlord to have a 
conditional tenancy with the tenant. The tenancy can be time-limited to the legal 
period the tenant is allowed to remain in the UK, if the tenants’ documentation, right 
to remain or permission to stay within the UK is due to expire, or is revoked, then the 
tenant will lose their tenancy rights and no process is in place to recoup lost rent or 
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deposits.  It is then in direct tension with the principles of the Private Housing 
(Tenancies) (Scotland) Act 2016, which seeks to give tenants in the private rented 
sector greater security of tenure by ending the ‘no fault’ ground for possession 
(McKee et al 2016; HMSO 2016). This means they can no longer be asked to leave 
the property by the landlord, simply because they have reached the end date of their 
tenancy. In addition, the right to rent proposals contradict Section 3 of the Tenancy 
Deposit Schemes (Scotland) Regulations 2011 (HMSO 2011) which arose from the 
section 122 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 (HMSO 2006), and which protects 
tenancy deposits for tenants. 
Housing legislation and tenant’s rights within Scottish law have a rather long history 
with the first statutory regulation of evictions arising from the Housing Act of 1555. 
This Act was passed ‘to rid the country of the violence which was a usual 
accompaniment to the older removings … on verbal warnings only’ (Rankin 1916: 
550, quoted in Stalker 2007: 4). This was where the current 40 day notice period 
originated, as the 1555 Act stated that a landlord had to issue such, which if the 
tenant failed to heed, could result in the landlord seeking a decree in the sheriff court. 
Once the decree had been granted, the ‘landlord had then to apply directly to the 
local sheriff for a warrant of ejection’ (Stalker 2007: 4). Not only does the Immigration 
Act propose to significantly erode a comprehensive package of rights for certain 
tenants, which has not only been a statutory provision for almost 600 years, it 
threatens to affect an issue that has been of devolved competence for some 15 
years. The Act could also potentially impact on Section 25 1 (c) of the Children 
(Scotland) Act 1995 (HMSO 1995), which prescribes that when an adult is unable to 
provide accommodation for a child, then the local authority shall have a statutory 
obligation to do so.  Up until now, this has generally meant accommodating the 
entire family, as social work departments are extremely reluctant to take children into 
their care simply on the grounds of ‘homelessness’. The Immigration Act could see 
more children taken into care as a result of their parents or guardians being unable 
to provide accommodation. 
This brings us to the issue of the Scotland Act and the right of the Scottish 
Parliament to be consulted over areas of devolved competency. Given that housing 
is one such devolved competence, any extension to Scotland of the Immigration Act, 
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including its prescriptions under the ‘right to rent’, are highly problematic. Indeed the 
Law Society of Scotland (2015: no page number) have expressed concerns around 
its practical implementation given that ‘some of the proposals in this Act engage a 
range of devolved issues, and that it would be appropriate to initiate consultation with 
a view to seeking the legislative consent of the Scottish Parliament’.  A key tension 
here is that housing is a devolved competence but immigration law is not.  As this is 
part of an Immigration Act, the knock on legislative changes to devolved issues are 
in muddy waters. The Law Society of Scotland has stated that because of this impact 
on devolved matters there should be a Legislative Consent Motion raised on the Act.   
Clearly, this tension illuminates a significant disjuncture in government attitudes 
towards immigration between the Scottish and UK governments.  As McCollum 
explains:  
‘The character of immigration to Scotland is distinctive, in terms of both the 
nature of immigration flows and social attitudes to immigration. Although no 
longer the case, Scotland has traditionally lost more people than it has gained 
through migration. Related to this, the foreign-born population of Scotland is 
lower than the UK level generally. However a modest rate of natural increase 
(births minus deaths) means that Scotland is dependent on migration for 
demographic stability and growth to a greater extent than the other constituent 
countries of the UK’ (2013: no page number).   
By contrast the UK government, which also legislates on English social policy 
matters including housing, has taken a more negative stance, with popular public 
opinion also more hostile to immigration (Migration Observatory 2013; McCollum 
2013). This may in part explain why political parties such as as UKIP and the BNP 
enjoy great electoral support in England than they do in Scotland. 
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Criticisms of the Right to Rent Scheme 
The diffrences between the Immigration Acts of 2014 and 2016, although few in 
number with respect to renting, could potentially have a large impact upon a wide 
range of housing services across the UK. For the issue of residential tenancies, the 
Immigration Act 2016 adds to the previous penalty of a fine  the possibility of a 
manditory prison sentence (not exceeding five years) for breaching the terms of the 
Right to Rent regulations. It therefore makes breach of the scheme a criminal 
offence. It also extends the provisions of the Act to registered social landlords (RSLs) 
and, as with the 2014 Act can, at the behest of the Sectretary of State, be enacted in 
Scotland. Furthermore, it extends the evicition rights of landlords allowing them to 
seize repossession of their property more promptly than before. Its most significant 
differences to the previous Act lie in the extension of the State’s surveillant powers to 
banking and driving licence provision. In Scotland (as with other parts of the UK) 
these proposals have met with widespread criticism and, in some quarters, open 
condemnation. The Scottish Government (2015), the Scottish Refugee Council 
(2015a) and the Law Society of Scotland (2015) have all said that the Act’s 
proposals will increase levels of homelessness, and discriminate against all migrants 
rather than reduce immigration. Social Justice Secretary Alex Neil MSP outlined 
significant concerns around the Act and criticised the UK government for rushing 
through legislation, which impacts on devolved areas like housing and justice:   
‘I am disappointed to see the inhumane measures set out in the Immigration 
Bill and I am deeply concerned if approved, that they will encourage people to 
discriminate against this vulnerable group. The UK Government’s approach, 
coinciding with its delayed response to the worst humanitarian crisis facing 
Europe since the Second World War, shows an unbelievable lack of 
compassion and understanding of people’s basic rights.  We will do all we can 
to stand against the proposals in the bill, which will leave people at risk of 
homelessness or destitution. We are committed to creating a fairer Scotland, 
where we provide protection, safety and security to those who need it most.’ 
Alex Neil Social Justice Secretary (Scottish Government 2015: no page 
number). 
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The Scottish Refugee Council’s (2015b) ‘statement of concern’, written in response 
to the Act (when it was at the Bill stage), was co-signed by Shelter, the Scottish 
Federation of Housing Associations, Scottish Association of Landlords, Chartered 
institute of Housing (CIH Scotland), Royal College of GPs in Scotland, Migrant Voice 
and Migrant Rights Scotland. Collectively, these organisations have condemned the 
UK government’s proposals on the grounds that a humanitarian and refugee crisis is 
not the time for more restrictive asylum and immigration legislation. One of their main 
objections centres on the fact that there is no evidence to suggest these measures 
will lead to less people entering the UK or indeed more people departing. More 
significantly they do, however, claim that there is no shortage of evidence that these 
measures will facilitate great suffering on already vulnerable people. This could, the 
co-signatories claim, place unprecedented pressures on councils and services as 
well as charity organisations. This is of course a prominent facet of the neoliberal 
turn, as States devolve their responsibilities for welfare, protection and care, relying 
on the voluntary and private sectors to carry this accountability.  Shelter (2016) have 
voiced their concern that lack of rental opportunities and increased evictions will 
amplify pressure on groups like Shelter who will be hard pressed to assist them. One 
of the Scottish Refugee Council’s (2015b) Statement of Concern’s biggest fears is 
that the Act will provide a boon to organised crime, increasing the vulnerability to 
exploitation of individuals and families who have unmet accommodation needs. This 
could, they assert, lead to unconscious racial discrimination, as people who do not 
‘look British’ are placed in a position of having to prove that they are, or that they are 
legally entitled to rent here (see also, Shelter 2016). Landlords might not want to 
‘take any risks’ and may opt to refuse to let to anyone who doesn’t look ‘British’ in the 
first instance. Determinations may be made at the initial encounter stage.   
There are also concerns about the ‘right to rent’ scheme being rolled out without any 
detailed discussion of the impacts in the pilot area (CIH Scotland 2015; Law Society 
of Scotland 2015; Shelter 2016). The right to rent pilot was rolled out in the 
Westmidlands, and specifically included Birmingham, Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and 
Wolverhampton.  It took place between 1st December 2014 until 31st May 2015.  
Freedom of Information Act requests show that only seven notices to evict had been 
issued to landlords during the entire pilot period, leading to calls for more research to 
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assess the effectiveness of the scheme (CIH Scotland 2015; Law Society of 
Scotland 2015; Shelter 2016).  
Another concern revolves around the issue of evictions (Scottish Government 2015, 
CIH Scotland 2015, Shelter Scotland 2016). Housing is a devolved matter; therefore, 
separate legislation would be required to be put in place to change the processes for 
eviction in Scotland that were discussed in the previous section:   
‘We believe it conflicts with the Scottish Government’s objective to promote 
fairness and equality in Scottish housing policy and to increase security for 
the growing number of tenants in the private rented sector. The Scottish 
Parliament must be fully consulted before any moves to extend the proposed 
eviction measures to Scotland’ Annie Mauger, Director CIH Scotland (CIH 
2015) 
This separate legislation would have to reflect the content of the recently passed 
Private Housing (Tenancies) (Scotland) Act 2016. Shelter (2016) are 
correspondingly concerned that the 28 day notice period will not be sufficient for 
immigration officers to ascertain the tenant’s immigration status, or allow the tenant 
to mobilize an appeal. They have urged MSPs to determine how this law will be 
rolled out in Scotland, arguing that the ‘Scottish Parliament should be accorded 
legislative consent and the time to scrutinize the aspects of this Bill that relate to 
devolved powers’ (Shelter Scotland 2016: 4). 
 
Landlords: the new border agents in the UK’s securitisation 
By according private landlords such a pivotal role in regulating and policing the 
border, the Immigration Act 2016 places tenants in a potentially vulnerable 
relationship with their landlord.  Whilst the context of requiring landlords, including 
those in the private sector, to play a central role in delivering social policy objectives 
is not new (see for example, past legislation on Anti-Social Behaviour, and policy 
outcomes on local economic development and community cohesion), this legislation 
illuminates potential discriminatory aspects of UK government policy, as the 
workings of the current Act are premised on demonizing those who are 
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undocumented within the UK.  However, by extension this initially makes it difficult 
for all those who do not appear “British or Scottish” on first encounter to attain 
tenancy. The Immigration Act criminalizes all undocumented people, regardless of 
how long they have been here for, their efforts to comply with the UK system, how 
they arrived to the UK, whether they were trafficked here, and why they are here, for 
example, whether they are here to escape injustice elsewhere. It paints all 
undocumented people with the same brush of illegality first above all else. This Act 
therefore has the potential to heighten ethnic discrimination within the UK making an 
already volatile environment much more incendiary.  
Etienne Balibar (2002) famously discussed the ubiquitous, vacillating and 
everywhere notion of the border, utilizing class as a major differentiator of how 
people experience and relate to the border. He argued that the border is no longer a 
traditional line on a map, or beginning at the sovereign territorial edge of the state. 
Borders are now becoming more commonplace, found in multiple venues and 
apparent at various scales, for him, and many others who study in this area, they 
become in various ways 'things within the space of the political itself' (2002: 92). 
Furthermore, Balibar notes how physical borders and various other strategies of 
bordering control are used as ‘instruments of discrimination and triage’ (2002: 82). 
Borders are material things of separation, but are furthermore internalized by 
individuals and both constitute and are constituted by peoples’ identities; working 
differently on physical things than they do for human beings. Balibar utilizes the work 
of the psychoanalyst Andre Green to note that people can in essence be a border. It 
is this embodiment of the border that the Immigration Act relies on, drawing on 
landlords’ notions of who is part of the territory and who is not. Leading them to 
make determinations by initially relying on who embodies the border for them.  
David Cameron in his speech on immigration in May 2015 stressed the efficacy of 
the Immigration Act and the right to rent legislation in particular. He noted that this 
legislation provided additional means by which ‘we can identify those who shouldn’t 
be here’ (2015:1). Is the “we” he speaks of a shirking of responsibility from traditional 
State security and border protection agents, to all of those seen as legally within the 
State? We strongly believe that this is a neoliberal strategy, building on many other 
processes, such as the reconfiguration of the welfare state, and the increased 
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reliance on non-state actors in the voluntary, private and community sectors to 
deliver social welfare goals (McKee 2015). Using the opportunity to highlight the 
Conservative Party majority in Government Cameron (2015: 2) again used the 
pronoun “we” to discuss the many ways in which the ‘right to rent’ legislation deals 
with the private rented housing sector, claiming that it is a multi-functional catch all 
piece of legislation. He declared that ‘we’ll change the rules so landlords can evict 
illegal immigrants more quickly…we’ll also crack down on the unscrupulous 
landlords who cram houses full of illegal migrants, … we’ll consult on cancelling 
tenancies automatically at the same point’.  As highlighted in the introductory section 
of this paper, such comments highlight the way in which debates about housing and 
immigration have become entangled.   
Is the UK Government now expecting those legally in the state to pay the price for 
the failures of the institutional State functionaries to protect and police its own border? 
Foucault (2009) understood the law as a set of tactics, a directory of strategies that 
vitalize and invigorate the state. His later work on governmentality drew attention to 
the myriad of ways in which governing was now enacted beyond the state, with an 
emphasis on both the discursive problematization of particular types of ‘subjects’, as 
well as the concrete and actual practices of rule, which varied temporally and 
spatially (Foucault 2003; McKee 2009).  The ‘right to rent’ legislation is a strong, 
contemporary example of the governing tensions within this neo-liberal project.  It 
deputizes to landlords the discretionary and decision-making power to regulate and 
control a factor of their tenants’ lives, allowing them to make state sanctioned 
decisions, even if that is with respect to political life and its attendant representation. 
This quasi decision-making power serves to activize and enliven the landlord’s role 
as state agent and protector. Judith Butler (2006), when discussing Guantanamo 
and the US role in its maintenance, talked about not only the state of exception and 
the suspension of law, but also the functioning of governmentality and how its 
various tools act to energize and stimulate the workings of the state. The Immigration 
Act has a dual function both holding landlords to account and giving them a sense of 
some semblance of sovereign power, functioning within and through government 
legislation. Butler speaks historically about the rise of disciplinary power and the 
contemporary resurgence of sovereignty, which relies upon the mobilization of what 
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she has termed “petty sovereigns”; this is exactly the way the right to rent legislation 
is functioning. Butler argued that these petty sovereigns were 'mobilized by aims and 
tactics of power they do not inaugurate or fully control' (2006: 56). She goes on to 
argue that this type of power held by petty sovereigns is a “rogue power”. This is 
particularly pertinent to what is happening with the ‘right to rent’ legislation. Decisions 
are being made by landlords with no real qualifications or training to prepare them.  
The State is augmenting its own power through the use of those landlords. These 
decision-makers become ‘part of the apparatus of governmentality' (Butler 2006: 59).  
The mentality around the ‘right to rent’ legislation acts to manage the relationship 
between landlord and tenant, and the relationship between the landlord and State, 
and indeed, the tenant and the State. The regulations involved maintain and bolster 
phenotypical difference within society, asking landlords to make determinations 
based on their understanding of who embodies the border for them. It also operates 
as a way to account for and register both the landlord and their would-be tenants. 
Using landlords as petty sovereigns raises the key question of legitimacy. What 
legitimacy do they have to act as part of, or on behalf of, the state, and what 
legitimacy does the state have to prosecute landlords who fail in their attempts to 
check their tenants’ documentation, or is this just a further act by the State to 
promote ethnic discrimination among the populace. A recent appeal case puts the 
potential for landlord prosecution in cases of failure to verify immigration 
documentation in jeopardy. The airline company Ryanair was recently fined for 
transporting migrants with forged documentation. Upon appeal, the judge espoused 
that Ryanair staff should not be held accountable if passengers have forged 
passports, as they are not adequately trained in the ways and methods of detecting 
forgeries. The Residential Landlord’s Association’s policy director David Smith said: 
‘This court ruling vindicates what we have been saying all along, that landlords 
cannot and should not be expected to act as border police or to detect forgeries that 
trained and experienced airline staff and immigration officers might miss’ (RLA 
Landlord News Hub 2016: no page number). 
Conclusion 
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Looking forward, any future research agenda will need to meet the theoretical 
challenge of understanding why policies that are met with such widespread 
opposition, still manage to make it through the legislative process. It also needs to 
apply a more critical lens to the underlying agendas that apply to the actualisation of 
and compliance with any new laws, which have the potential to direct responsibility 
of state functions of surveillance, border work and detection to its citizens.  As can 
be seen above, the opposition to the Immigration Act, like many of the current 
policies of the recent UK Conservative government, have been met with widespread 
condemnation from the UN inspectorate (Rolnik 2013), the UK judiciary (see Court of 
Appeal Decisions 2016), the House of Lords1 and a whole raft of institutions and 
organisations, including the devolved governments of Scotland, Northern Ireland and 
Wales. We do accept that public attitudes may differ from those of ‘officials’ who, 
acting in an official capacity, have a different view of the issues that the general 
public does.  That said, there is no evidence to suggest that the ‘right to rent’ is more 
popular with the Scottish public than it is with professionals, although this may be the 
case.  This issue does require further exploration and at least some degree of 
empirical testing in order to fully understand. 
In order to understand how these measures are directly impacting the private rented 
sector, the tenant and devolved Scottish policy, it is necessary to conduct an initial 
set of qualitative investigations, speaking directly to those affected by ‘right to rent’, 
as well as the agencies who represent their interests and who are mandated to 
speak on their behalf. This includes a broad range of organisations and people such 
as landlords, immigration advice centres and legal advocates, charities working with 
asylum seekers and immigrant groups, as well as those working in local authorities 
and in local government. Research of this nature has the potential to further our 
understanding of this Act’s potential impact upon devolved areas of legal 
competence, as well as the impact upon landlords and welfare state providers and 
the communities they serve. Building on this it may also be pertinent to explore 
potential tensions between the accounts of key-actors (e.g. housing professionals), 
                                            
1 Prime Minister David Cameron has threatened to reform the House of Lords after it defeated the 
Government’s plan to scrap tax credits in 2015 
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and the wider citizenry (e.g. general public).  Research on welfare sanctions for 
examples highlights potential populist support for social policies that have been 
heavily criticised by experts.  In addition, it is important to ask what other devolved 
powers can be circumvented by the UK Government, by linking a Act to non-
devolved issues, such as it has done with immigration in this case. Ultimately, we 
also need to unveil the Government’s role in furthering discrimination and unease 
within society, and examine how its policies create a smoke screen linked to the 
removal of “illegal” groups to maintain and propel suspicion of all those who are 
deemed different by the majority.   
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